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7 DELIVERING SHOPS AND SERVICES 
7.1 There are obvious benefits from locating shops and services close together in 

an area, which is readily accessible to consumers.  Derriford, positioned at a 
focal point on the city’s northern corridor, which includes the city’s foremost 
strategic employment area, fulfils this requirement and is the ideal location to 
develop a new District Centre to serve the local communities of northern 
Plymouth, as well as the projected increase in the resident and employment 
population to be delivered through the AAP.  In line with Policy CS07 of the 
Core Strategy, the new District Centre should be of an appropriate scale and 
complementary to the regional shopping role of Plymouth City Centre.  
Furthermore, the requirements of Policy CS08 will need to be met in the 
consideration of planning applications, with particular emphasis on the need 
to ensure that there is no significant adverse impact on the vitaility and 
viability of the City Centre. 

 

Plymouth’s Overall Retail Provision 
7.2 The Core Strategy seeks to establish a proactive strategy for shopping, 

focused on directing new retail development so that it contributes to 
delivering the City Vision for improving retail facilities by addressing 
deficiencies in the retail hierarchy and planning for future growth.  Key to this 
will be ensuring the vitality and viability of the city’s retail hierarchy, ensuring 
the centres provide an appropriate level of choice, a quality environment and 
a mix of activity. 

7.3 The Core Strategy, Policy CS07 ‘Plymouth Retail Hierarchy’ defines the city’s 
overall retail hierarchy, which is amplified in the Adopted Shopping Centres 
SPD (2012).  While the overall quantum of future retail provision is set in the 
Core Strategy with reference to the city’s 2006 Shopping Retail Study, these 
forecasts have now been revised, through a review of the city’s retail needs 
and provide the updated benchmark for considering future retail provision.  
In essence, this revised Retail and Centres Study (2012) confirms the city’s 
overall shopping hierarchy, with the City Centre fulfilling the dominant and 
primary retail role within Plymouth as the priority location in terms of 
comparison shopping, supported by a number of district and local shopping 
centres.  In terms of future retail provision during the plan period, the 2012 
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Retail and Centres Study confirms the need for a new District Centre at 
Derriford, but takes a more precautionary view as to how this might grow in 
the future, making the point that this needs to be reviewed in five years time 
when it is hoped that the impact of the current recession will be behind us.  
The Retail Study makes clear that any future growth of development at 
Derriford should be subject to a new retail assessment an updated city-wide 
Shopping Study focusing on impact and the sequential approach. 

 Promoting a New District Centre 
7.4 The Core Strategy contains the vision of creating a vibrant new heart for 

northern Plymouth at Derriford.  This new heart will comprise a mixed-use 
District Centre, anchored by a major convenience led foodstore, together 
with other complementary comparison goods shopping, residential, office, 
leisure and food and drink uses.  It will create a true community focus for the 
existing and new employment areas and neighbourhoods in Derriford and 
across the north of the city.  This aspiration is explained in the Core 
Strategy, Strategic Objective 7 ‘Delivering Adequate Shopping Provision’ and 
through Policy CS07 ‘Plymouth Retail Hierarchy’.  Together, this objective 
and policy seek to provide a new heart for northern Plymouth by delivering a 
new District Centre at Derriford in a way that is complementary to the role 
of the City Centre as the primary shopping destination in Plymouth.  The 
Core Strategy also recognises that the centre should be developed with its 
potential future growth in mind, such that it can fulfil a wider role in 
Plymouth.  However, this future growth will only take place when it can be 
demonstrated through detailed retail impact assessment an updated city-wide 
Shopping Study that further development will not undermine the regional 
shopping role of the City Centre and that the development will deliver major 
economic benefits to the entire city. 

7.5 This new District Centre will be supported by a network of smaller local 
community facilities, including small scale retail provision on the North West 
Quadrant site to meet the direct needs of hospital users, as well as through a 
local centre within the Seaton Neighbourhood.  These new local centres 
must complement and support the new Derriford District Centre, and it will 
be necessary to consider their impact carefully to ensure they do not 
prejudice the delivery of the spatial vision for Derriford, based on the new 
District Centre.  All proposals will need to demonstrate they meet the tests 
set out in Core Strategy Policy CS08 ‘Retail Development Considerations’.  
These aspirations for a new District Centre are supported through Strategic 
Objective 4.  Given that this Strategic Objective proposes that the district 
centre is located on the east side of the A386, contrary to Core Strategy 
Area Vision 9, Strategic Objective 4 supersedes this provision of the Core 
Strategy. 
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Strategic Objective 4 Delivering Shops and Services 

To deliver a District Centre that provides a new heart for the north of 
Plymouth, transforming the character of Derriford into a significant new 
urban centre, addressing deficiencies in the city’s existing convenience 
goods shopping provision, while serving the Council’s wider sustainability 
and economic objectives, by: 

1. developing a major new District Centre at Derriford, which serves the needs 
of both local communities and the wider area of northern Plymouth, in a way 
that promotes a sustainable form of development and supports the retail 
hierarchy, and in particular, does not compete with the role of the City 
Centre as the primary shopping destination for Plymouth and its catchment. 

2. delivering a genuinely mixed-use District Centre, anchored by a major 
convenience led foodstore and including complementary comparison goods 
floorspace, together with other comparison goods units, offices, residential 
developments and other complementary non retail/leisure uses, based around 
a traditional uncovered ‘high street’ format. 

3. promoting the development of the new District Centre on the east side of 
the A386, commencing with delivery on the former Seaton Barracks Parade 
Ground site, as the location best able to deliver all the required components 
to create a successful District Centre within an appropriate timescale. 

4. filling the existing qualitative gap in food retail provision identified in 
central/northern Plymouth by 2016, and providing land for the potential 
future growth of the District Centre to meet potential future needs for new 
comparison and convenience floorspace at a time when future revisions of 
the Plymouth Retail and Centres Study (2012) the city-wide Shopping Study 
has been updated and detailed retail impact assessment demonstrates that 
such growth will not undermine the regional shopping role of the City 
Centre. 

 

7.6 These aspirations are summarised in Table 3 below, setting out the 
expectations for potential quantum of retail provision in the AAP area. 

 Proposal Initial Retail 
Provision permitted 

Floorspace 
Potential  

up to 2016 

Total Maximum 
Expansion of Retail 

Indicative Floorspace 
Provision* Post 2021 

(cumulative total) 

D
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t 
C
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e  
DS16 

District Centre 
 

 
8,500 sq m net (A1) 
(12,528 sq m gross) 

 

 
15,600 sq m net (A1) 
(22,671 sq m gross) 
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DS13 

Seaton Neighbourhood 
 

 
975 sq m net (A1-A5) 

(1,500 sq m gross) 
 

 
1,300 sq m net (A1-A5) 

(2,000 sq m gross) 
 

   
   

   
  L
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DS14 

North West Quadrant 
 

 
533 sq m net (A1-A5) 

(820 sq m gross) 
 

 
975 sq m net (A1-A5) 

(1,500 sq m gross) 
 

*Any growth in retail provision that is greater than the quantum identified as the ‘initial 
retail provision’ will be subject to up to date retail evidence that will be required to 
demonstrate that any growth in retail floorspace (up to the maximum floorspace that is 
identified) will not have a negative impact on the establishment and operation of the 
new Derriford District Centre and City Centre. 

Table 3 New retail provision within Derriford and Seaton. 

7.7 Strategic Objective 4 recognises the delivery of a new District Centre is a 
pre-requisite to enabling Derriford to fulfil its wider role of providing a new 
‘heart for northern Plymouth’ and supporting the city’s long term growth in a 
sustainable manner.  These aspirations are defined in Proposal DS16, as 
follows: 

Proposal DS16: A new District Centre for Derriford 

A new District Centre will be developed to support the surrounding 
residential and commercial communities, in a way that provides a focus 
for northern Plymouth, supports the city’s long term growth aspirations, 
but does not undermine the role of the City Centre.  The development of 
the District Centre will focus on the former Seaton Barracks Parade 
Ground, with provision for longer term growth to the Derriford Business 
Park and surrounding area as broadly indicated on the Policies Map.  The 
Primary Shopping Area will be allocated following the opening of the 
retail floorspace.  The development shall be delivered in accordance with 
the following provisions:  This development should provide for: 

1. The early delivery of development of a District Centre development shall be 
provided for, in order to meet the current need for additional retail provision at the 
heart of northern Plymouth and to provide a catalyst for the transformational change 
in the Derriford area sought through the Area Action Plan.  Proposals should aim to 
deliver this development by 2016, and should demonstrate in the scheme’s 
masterplan how the centre might grow in the future. 

2. Future growth will only come forward, post 2021, when an updated city-wide 
Shopping Study has been undertaken which provides clear evidence of the need for 
such growth.  Until then no additional A1 retail floorspace will be permitted within 
the District Centre.  The current employment led use of Derriford Business Park is 
expected to continue on the land that is identified for future District Centre 
expansion. 

3. The District Centre, including any future growth of the Centre, will need to be a 
genuinely mixed use development based around a High Street form of development 
in order to create a sense of place, making best use of the site’s environmental 
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assets.  Additionally, development must deliver excellent accessibility to the city’s 
High Quality Public Transport network in the early delivery and any future growth, 
with provision of high quality facilities for passengers. 

4. The total amount of A1 retail development to be provided on this site in the early 
delivery shall not exceed 8,500 sq m (net) floorspace. 

5. The following uses should be provided for in the District Centre, including any 
future growth of the Centre: 

a. A major food store, providing at least 2,500 sq m (net) convenience floorspace, as 
well as a mix of other retail units. 

b. Commercial development, as an integral part of the District Centre mix of uses, 
including in the order of 8,000 sq m of gross B1 business floorspace. 

c. A range of A2-A5 uses which could include cafes/restaurants, leisure and 
community facilities, of a scale commensurate with the site’s function as a District 
Centre serving the north of Plymouth. 

d. Community infrastructure, which could include a 2 form entry primary school, a 
library and health centre subject to further detailed assessment. 

e. High density residential development, integral to the new District Centre, 
providing some 250 dwellings, with at least 75 affordable housing units and 50 
dwellings to be built to Lifetime Homes Standards, delivering a mix of tenure and 
housing types to meet a wide range of needs. 

f. An Energy Centre to support wider District Energy proposals. 

6. In order to ensure that the development is complementary to and does not 
undermine the role of the City Centre, and is consistent with the wider retail 
hierarchy in Plymouth: 

a.  All planning applications for new retail development, whether the early delivery or 
future growth, will be supported by a Retail Impact Assessment that justifies and 
provides details of the type of occupiers and the size of the proposed units. 

b. Planning restrictions  may be used to prevent the future amalgamation of units and 
the introduction of any additional mezzanine floors. 

c. Planning conditions  may be used if necessary to restrict the nature of A1 retail 
uses within certain units, and to restrict changes of use from A2-A5 non-retail to A1 
retail uses. 

1. a total retail provision of some 15,600 sq m (net) floorspace, brought 
forward as follows: 

  Provision by 2016. 

  a)  The development of the District Centre will focus on the former Seaton 
Barracks Parade Ground, shown on the Proposals Map. 

  b)  The total amount of retail development to be provided on this site, by 
2016, will ultimately grow to around 8,500 sq m (net) floorspace. This 
floorspace will comprise: 
 
i)  a major food store in the order of 7,000 sq m (gross) floorspace. The food 
store should include convenience floorspace and a proportionate element of 
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comparison floorspace, and should have a net convenience floorspace of at 
least 2,500 sq m (net), and, 
 
ii)  a further 5,000 sq m (net) floorspace comprising a mix of retail units of 
varying sizes. 
 
c)  Apart from the foodstore, all retail units should be limited to a floorspace 
of up to 500 sq m (net). 

  Future growth 

  d)  As shown on the Proposals Map, future growth of the District Centre is 
provided for to the north of the Seaton Barracks Parade Ground site, on the 
Derriford Business Park site and incorporating land to the north up to 
Derriford Roundabout, as well as the adjacent land to the east of the Seaton 
Barracks Parade Ground site.  This land will be safeguarded to accommodate 
the longer term expansion of the District Centre.  The current uses are 
expected to continue on land that is safeguarded for future District Centre 
expansion. 

  e)  At the present time, the evidence suggests there may be capacity for a 
further 7,100 sq m (net) of non-food floorspace to be provided at the 
District Centre between 2021 and 2026.  However, the details of the amount 
of additional floorspace and the timing of its delivery should be decided 
through future reviews of the evidence base, and in particular updates to the 
Plymouth Retail and Centres Study (2012), setting out need for retail 
floorspace in Plymouth, and consideration of the impact of further growth on 
the vitality and viability of the City Centre.  No growth of the District Centre 
should take place until these reviews of the evidence, and an assessment of 
the impact of initial development has taken place.  

  f)  The form of future growth of the District Centre, and in particular the 
sizes of non-food retail units, should also be decided through reviews of the 
retail evidence base and an assessment of the impact of the District Centre 
on the City Centre. 

2. commercial development, as an integral part of the District Centre mix of 
uses, including 8,000 sq m of gross B1business floorspace, as well as 3,000 sq 
m gross of A2, A3, A4 and A5 uses, which could include cafes/restaurants, 
leisure and community facilities. 

3. high density residential development, integral to the new District Centre, 
providing some 250 dwellings, with at least 75 affordable housing units and 50 
dwellings will be built to Lifetime Home Standards, delivering a mix of tenure 
and housing types to meet a wide range of needs. 

4. the creation of a high quality public transport interchange facility that will 
serve as an interchange for key destinations and residential developments on 
the eastern side of the Derriford area. 

5. other community infrastructure, which could include a 2 form entry primary 
school, a library and health centre subject to further detailed assessment. 

6. an Energy Centre to support wider District Energy proposals. 



 

7.8 The intention of this proposal is to help deliver a new District Centre that 
provides both essential convenience retail facilities, as well as other 
comparison goods facilities and necessary services for the local residential 
and working communities, in a way that creates a focus for the whole of 
northern Plymouth, in this part of north Plymouth while supporting and not 
compromising the role of the City Centre. 

Proposed Location 
7.9  The Policies Map illustrates the broad location of the mixed-use area to 

accommodate the District Centre.  The Primary Shopping Area will be 
allocated following the occupation of the District Centre.  Any retail 
development that comes forward before the PSA is defined will be 
considered in line with Policy DS16 and thus would have to be supported by 
an assessment of impact.  The retail development will only come forward as 
part of a mixed-use scheme. 

7.910 The most suitable location for a new District Centre is an area to the north 
of Future Inn (i.e. the former Seaton Barracks parade ground), up to and 
including Derriford Business Park and bounded to the west by the A386 and 
to the east by Bircham Valley.  This is considered to be the only location that 
is able to deliver the fundamental requirements of the Core Strategy for a 
district centre that provides a new heart for the north of Plymouth.   

7.101 Although it would result in a district centre that is ‘centred’ on the east 
rather than west side of the A386 (and therefore does not follow the 
provisions of Area Vision 9.3), it is clear from the detailed survey and analysis 
work of the Council since the Core Strategy was adopted that a site on the 
west side that delivers on the key aspirations of the vision will not be 
achieved.  However, the Council has always accepted that the Area Visions 
set out in the Core Strategy would evolve in response to further survey and 
analysis work and changing circumstances, and flexibility to accommodate this 
eventuality is built into the Core Strategy.  In particular, paragraph 5.3 states 
that ‘Once adopted, the respective AAPs will take precedence over the Area 
Vision Statements contained in the Core Strategy.’  In this respect, Proposal 
DS16 supersedes the provisions of Core Strategy policy Area Vision 9.  In 
any case, it is relevant that the general location for the district centre 
identified in the Core Strategy’s Derriford and Seaton Vision diagram crosses 
over to the eastern side of the A386. 

 

It should also be noted that the location is on land that has formerly been 
marketed as part of the Plymouth International Medical and Technology Park.  
However, it is for this AAP to determine the precise boundaries in policy 
terms for the employment led mixed use opportunity that Policy CS04 seeks 
to safeguard.  The District Centre proposal is a highly complementary use to 
Proposal DS06, and itself will provide for substantial job creation and 
employment uses.   
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7.112 The site has the following advantages: 
a) it is centrally located on the crossroads of the main highway network, at 

the junction of the A386 with William Prance Road which, with the 
opening of the proposed Forder Valley link road, will form the main 
north/south and east/west axis routes at Derriford.  This location on the 
crossroads, surrounded by all the major developments in the area, makes 
it the obvious focal point for a new easily accessible and prominent 
District Centre.  A further advantage is that access into William Prance 
Road would require little in the way of improvements in order to 
accommodate the predicted volume of District Centre traffic as it was 
‘future proofed’ when it was built to accommodate significant growth in 
trips. 

b) the proposed District Centre location is physically well placed to serve 
the needs of the existing and new residential and business communities; 
it is central, highly prominent, easily accessible and is suitably located in 
terms of its proximity to existing District Centres. 

c) the full length of the site is very well placed to deliver active and 
prominent retail frontage along the A386, defining Plymouth’s northern 
gateway. 

d) the former Seaton Barracks parade ground site has already been cleared 
and serviced, enabling an early start to be made and ensuring delivery by 
2016. 

e) the site has potential to grow if an up to date Retail Assessment 
demonstrates capacity and a thorough impact and sequential assessment 
is carried out demonstrating that their will be no significant adverse 
impact on the regional shopping role of Plymouth City Centre; the 
potential to accommodate future growth of the Centre’s development 
lies to the north on Derriford Business Park and to the east up to 
Bircham Valley.  

f) the Council’s ownership of the Seaton Barracks site, along with its 
extensive land ownership in the wider area, supports the deliverability of 
the District Centre concept promoted in the AAP, for example, through 
facilitating any necessary relocation to accommodate the District 
Centre’s long term development. 

g) this site offers the best opportunity to improve journey times, provide 
for a balanced distribution of traffic destinations in the area and not add 
to congestion on the A386.  It is also well placed to support public 
transport facilities, facilitate pedestrian access across the A386, and link 
to the Community Park through the Bircham Valley, enabling elements of 
the park to be brought into the centre. 

Form of Development 
7.123 The proposed District Centre will incorporate a mix of uses and will be 

anchored by a major food store.  The retail element of this development will 
be the economic driver and will act as a catalyst for further regeneration in 
the Derriford and Seaton area.  It will need to be a genuinely mixed-use 
District Centre of a high quality urban form, in order to service a wide range 
of needs from local residents to those who work in the area.  It will enable 
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Derriford to fulfil its wider role as the new ‘heart for northern Plymouth’.  
The foodstore will need to be of sufficient scale to create the critical mass 
which will drive the success of the District Centre.   It is for this reason that 
Proposal DS16 describes the major food store element of the new District 
Centre as a gross floorspace.  The proposal that the foodstore will be ‘in the 
order of 7000 sq m’ gives a clear indication to operators and investors of the 
scale of store needed to create the critical mass which will drive the success 
of the district centre, while retaining the flexibility to deliver a number of 
different formats within the store.  This approach was set out in the 
Plymouth Retail and Centres Study (2012).  The remaining floorspace figures 
in Proposal DS16 are set out as net floorspace, as it will be important to use 
these figures to assess proposals as they come forward in respect of their 
impact on the City Centre.   

7.134 In addition to retail, an integral part of the new District Centre will be the 
inclusion of a broad mix of non-retail uses, including offices, houses suited to 
people who work in the area, restaurants, leisure, community and other 
complementary uses, based around a ‘high street’ format.  This would:  
a) preclude the development of just a large stand alone food superstore 

with a large convenience and comparison goods range; 
b) preclude a ‘strip’ style development with just a horizontally split land use 

mix (i.e. the development needs to include both a horizontal and vertical 
split to the land use mix); 

c) preclude a centre of such a scale that would attract or enable occupiers 
to locate there, where such occupiers might otherwise typically be 
expected to provide their primary store within the City Centre and; 

d) preclude developments with disproportionately large areas of surface 
level car parking which would also be commercially attractive relative to 
shopping in the City Centre (the Council would seek to apply its car 
parking standards in order to secure an appropriate level of control). 

 
7.14 Proposal DS16 sets out broad parameters relating to the form and nature of 

development that will be considered acceptable.  However, planning 
applications coming forward to implement Proposal DS16 will be tested also 
in relation to Core Strategy Policies CS07 and CS08.  There will be a 
requirement for detailed impact assessment in relation to specific proposals 
coming forward, particularly having regard to the need to safeguard the 
regional shopping role of the City Centre.  This testing could result in the 
form of development being constrained within the confines of the 
overarching framework of Proposal DS16, for example through: 
a) A limitation on the number of comparison retail units that reach the 

maximum floorspace threshold of 500 sq m (net), as set out in the 
Plymouth Retail and Centres Study (2012) 

b) The use of planning conditions to prevent future amalgamation of 
units and the introduction of mezzanine floors 

c) The use of planning conditions to restrict the nature of retail use 
within certain key units. 
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Future Growth 
7.15 There is a current gap in the distribution of convenience floorspace in 

northern Plymouth, and a clear qualitative need for a new foodstore to fill 
the gap.  There is also a qualitative need for new non-food shopping 
floorspace.  This requirement needs to be planned for now.  The Plymouth 
Retail and Centres study 2012 sets out this need in more detail. 

7.16 Once a District Centre development to meet this current need has been 
delivered and become established, there may be a need for further expansion 
of the retail floorspace.  The Plymouth Retail and Centres Study 2012 
suggests that post 2021 there may be a requirement for around 7,100 sq m 
(net) floorspace of new non-food floorspace, although there is no identified 
need for new convenience floorspace.   Therefore land will be safeguarded 
for potential future development.  However, any future growth of the 
District Centre will only come forward following the production of an 
updated city-wide Shopping Study which sets out the need for retail 
floorspace in Plymouth, and which considers the impact of further growth on 
the vitality and viability of the City Centre.  No growth of the District Centre 
should take place until these reviews of the evidence, and an assessment of 
the impact of initial development has taken place.  The form of future growth 
of the District Centre, and in particular the sizes of non-food retail units, 
should also be decided through reviews of the retail evidence base and an 
assessment of the impact of the District Centre on the City Centre.  It is, 
however, good practice to keep such shopping studies under review and to 
roll forward the need calculations every five years.  This would lead to a 
review of the Retail and Centres Study in 2017, enabling it to take account of 
the initial growth of the Derriford District Centre and to suggest the amount 
of floorspace which could be accommodated in further growth of the District 
Centre, the form of that floorspace and the timing of its delivery.  It could 
also examine the impact of the new District Centre on the City Centre.  For 
this reason, these details of the further growth of the Derriford District 
Centre should be set out following the completion of a review of the 
Plymouth Retail and Centres Study.  

7.17 The precise timing and quantum of development making up the District 
Centre is therefore led by the detailed capacity analysis and impact 
assessment in the evidence base, following a plan, monitor, manage approach.  
Convenience Retail development will be the key enabling component in 
delivering the new District Centre, and the Plymouth Retail and Centres 
Study 2012 suggests that: 
a) initial development, by 2016, would provide for one new food store, 

together with a level of comparison goods floorspace associated with a 
modest scale District Centre, of a total of some 8,500 sq m (net) 
floorspace. The food store needs to be of a scale which attracts main 
food shopping trips and should comprise elements of convenience and 
comparison floorspace. It should have a net convenience floorspace of at 
least 2,500 sq m and could have an equivalent amount of comparison 
floorspace, leading to a gross floorspace of around 7,000 sq m. This form 
of store will therefore have a mix of floorspace which is similar to that 
found in other district centres in the north of Plymouth. The initial 
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development should also provide for a range of retail units creating a mix 
of retail uses. In total, some 5,000 sq m (net) comparison floorspace 
could be created, but the final mix will be dependent on detailed 
masterplanning and delivery of the centre. b) 

in the longer term, by post 2021 or beyond, when the city’s population has 
increased sufficiently, and the City Centre has accommodated significant new 
investment, it is anticipated that there will may be scope to increase 
Derriford District Centre’s retail provision. to a total of some 15,600 sq m 
(net) floorspace.  However, as set out above the amount, form and timing of 
the delivery of this floorspace will depend upon the conclusions of future 
reviews of the Plymouth Retail and Centres Study.  This floorspace will not 
come forward pre-2021. 
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